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collection of information using cookies. To find out more, review our privacy policy.× This purity of heart you say - everyone acquires it, in their own way. Mine was to follow the main to the end ... However, it doesn't need to stop me from putting you to death. (Caligula laughs.) Camus began writing a play about Caligula in
1938, completing a three-sonic version by 1941, and the final, four-game version was published in 1944. The play was part of what the author called The Cycle of The Absurd, along with the short novel The Stranger (1942) and the long essay The Myth of Sisyphus (1942). Theatre of the ideas of the theatre in France has
always been more philosophical and intense than in England. The tragedies of Gene Rasin (1639-1699) have purity and horror, does not correspond to English literature. Like many modern French theaters, Caligula is a game of ideas, or maybe one idea in which characters basically exist as types or foils for
psychological and philosophical debates. The character of Caligula Gaus Caesar Germanic was the third emperor of the Roman emperor. Caligula means little boots and was a nickname given to him by Roman soldiers when he was on a campaign as a child. Caligula succeeded his adopted grandfather, Emperor
Tiberius, in 37 AD. For the first eight months of his reign, he ruled wisely. But after his sister, Drusilla, died at the age of 38, 24-year-old Caligula dramatically changed character, becoming, in the words of a Roman historian, Suetonius, a monster. He introduced a reign of terror, in which the Patricians were killed, their
sons were killed and their daughters forced to work in brothels. So much for historical records. In the hands of Camus Caligula becomes a mad philosopher-emperor, who takes most of the leading philosophical themes of the time Camus and pushes them to extremes. He is looking for a philosophy that is logical from
start to finish. (p.19), but in search of it time after time reveals the absurdity, at the heart of human hopes and ambition. Take the theme of freedom - Caligula realizes that, having full power over every person in the Roman Empire, he actually became the only free man in the world. Or the idea of power - for Caligula the
only sense to have power - is to abuse it, i.e. to have the right to use power in the face of all rational limits or protest. Or take Camus's central concern for the 1930s, Absurd. Inseding his desires for their logical conclusion, Caligula demonstrates in some moments the absurdity of human desires; on others, the absurdity of
having desires that the real world cannot deliver. At the beginning of the play he says he wants the moon, he wants to have the moon, why can't he have the moon? - establishing the absurdity of his romantic desires, the impossibility of his desires. So the play is not very related to character, let alone random touches of
humanity or humor. Everyone talks as if they have just swallowed a philosophy textbook, and almost everything Caligula says seems to be meant to be cited in a textbook about existentialism. I want people to live the light of truth. And I have the power to get them to do it. All you need to do is be logical right through, at all
costs. (p.7) This world doesn't matter. As soon as a person admits it, he wins his freedom... You see in me one free man in the entire Roman Empire. (p.12) A person cannot live without any reason to live. (p.19) One of them is always free at someone else's expense. (p.25) I just realized that there is only one way to
devote myself to the gods. All you have to do is be as cruel as they are. (p.37) No understanding of fate; so I choose to play the role of destiny. (p.38) Logic, Caligula; follow where logic leads. Power to the full; way-rounding without end. (p.43) That I want him to live, and be happy. Neither, in my opinion, is impossible, if
we push the absurdity to its logical conclusions. (p.45) Other artists create to compensate for their lack of power. I don't need to make a work of art; I live by it. (p.56) The only variation in radical generalizations about life and the universe, fate and freedom, when Caligula's solilogus rise to the height of hysteria
reminiscent of the tragedy of Rasin: I want to drown the sky in the sea, fill the ugliness with beauty, to snatch laughter from pain. (p.14) if only in this solitude, it is a ghoul haunted by desert mine, I might know, but for a moment, real loneliness, real silence... (p.32) Not much laughs here (although Caligula's cynical cruelty
sometimes amuses him). Instead, the play maintains a grueling tone of continuous hysteria reflecting the subject. The structure of the play The play is not so much a plot as it consists of a sequence of scenes each of which is designed to give examples of Caligula's madness i.e. his realization that he can do whatever he
wants. Thus, we have scenes where it humiliates the patricians (the ruling class of Rome) who live in a constant state of terror; he forces them to invite him to dinner, makes them let him sleep with his wives. If he feels like he has his feeling killed, and when he is bored, he is poisoned or executed on a whim. For Caligula,
with absurdist logic, points out that since all people must die, it is only a matter of when not, if and therefore it has no whether or not now, or tomorrow, or ten years from now. This is an example of how it pushes the law of human logic to the limit and exposes its absurd consequences. But it's also - when you step away
from the game and ponder your speeches and actions in that direction - very immature. Of course, all people should die. But it makes life even more valuable, the more it costs to save, the more it is worth living well. To point out that all people must die and then burst into tears about it or howly against the injustice of fate
as essentially immature, almost childish, answers. The message of Shakespeare's tragedies - that it is readiness, ripeness, willingness to die, without the hysteria or melodrama that matters - is the philosophy of a much more mundane and mature person. Camus, born in 1913, was just 25 years old when the first project
was completed, almost the same age as Caligula, who achieved all the chaos that made him famous at all times before he was finally killed by his bodyguard at the age of 28. The culmination of the play After torture, execution, debauchery and manipulation, as many men and women as he can, Caligula discovers that
the complete freedom he sought was empty, does not bring him joy or liberation. And so when he discovers that there is a plot to kill him, he carries his absurdist logic - his repeated theme that life is meaningless - to its logical conclusion and decides to ignore it. At the very end of the play, he kills Kezonia, the only
woman who ever loved him, strangled her despite her pleas for love, and then allowed herself to be stabbed to death by conspirators. Evaluation of the play examines, dramatizes and to the limit accepts the absurdist logic inherent in the figure of the tyrant - a man who has the full power of life and death over all others in
his society. The evaluation of the play is to assess whether the dramatization, the show-forward madness of Caligula in a series of short scenes that Camus has assembled, is an adequate theme. Well, there's no doubt that many scenes are powerful - there's no shortage of cynical cruelty and sometimes black humor, but
- despite a lot of intense melodrama - the play isn't really very dramatic. Gerard Filipe, just 20 years old when he starred as Caligula in the 1945 production of the play There are no U-turns or surprises, Caligula simply sets out in search to become a monster - and succeeds. He begins to erupt in lofty romantic ambitions
to conquer the moon and conquer fate and achieve his freedom, and the play never strays from this high, airless, often hysterical tone. What makes it even more surprising to learn is that Caligula was a great success when first staged in 1945 with 20-year-old actor Gerard Philipe making his name in the title role. The
success or failure of plays is much more difficult than poems or It depends on countless conventional factors, such as staging, costumes, lighting, music, the ability of the actors, and above all, on whether the production often reflects the intangible spirit of the time. The theatrical story is littered with plays that were hit
sold-out in one season or year, and which, only a few years later, seemed to be from, badly made, squeaky plot or rewrite, their one-off success is now inexplicable. Philipe was a talented new face that probably helped, the theater has its own fashion and rising stars. But it also seems reasonable to guess that the
absurdity of the play was consistent with the post-war mood, as people tried to rebuild the lives (both cities and countries) devastated for years, and how the wider culture caught up with the mood of black nihilism unleashed by the horrific revelation of the Nazi death camps, and almost immediately after that the
revelation that humanity had created a new, atomic weapon that could potentially wipe us off the face of the earth. Not to mention, of course, the lingering memory of the last days of the Nazi regime and the insane rantings of megalomania at its core. All these factors may explain why what seems to us now, 70 years
later, such a long exercise in piercing teenage hysteria, while perfectly catching the mood of culture and the continent in ruins. Credit Caligula by Albert Camus was published in France in 1944. This translation by Stuart Gilbert was published by Hamish Hamilton in 1948. Caligula was co-created with translations of Cross
Purpose, The Just and The Possessed in a Penguin edition in 1984. All quotes and references to this edition of Penguin paperback. Related links to Caligula and other plays on Amazon Caligula Wikipedia Article Reviews of other books Camus Reviews books, Gin-Paul Sartre Algerian War of Independence Wild War Of
The World by Alistair Horne (1977) (1977)
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